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CLASS D10,  MEASURING, TESTING OR SIG-
NALING INSTRUMENTS 

SECTION I - CLASS DEFINITION 

This class provides for design patents claiming orna-
mental designs for: 

1. Clock or Clock Case 

2. Watch, Wristwatch or Case 

3. Time-Measuring Instrument or Casing 

4. Measuring, Regulating or Indicating Instrument or 
Casing 

5. Security or Signal Instrument or Casing 

6. Dial, Indicator Hand or Other Element of Attachment 

(1)	 Note. Design patents in this class are classi-
fied by what is claimed and shown in full 
lines only. Broken, hatched or stippled 
lines, which may be included in design 
patent drawings, are considered as environ-
ment only. 

(2)	 Note. Includes, in indented subclasses, ele-
ments or attachments which are used only 
with particular instruments and which can-
not be placed in another class.  When ele-
ments are common to more than a single 
instrument that are classified in different 
subclasses, these elements are classified in 
the last section the class schedule 

SECTION II - REFERENCES TO OTHER 
CLASSES 

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS: 
D7,	 Equipment for Preparing or Serving Food or 

Drink not Elsewhere Specified, subclass 50 for 
household measuring implement. 

D8,	 Tools and Hardware, subclasses 347 through 
348 for winding key for clock. 

D11,	 Jewelry, Symbolic Insignia, and Ornaments, 
subclasses 3 through 39 for watchband, brace-
let or strap, per se. 

D12,	 Transportation, subclass 192 for vehicle instru-
ment panel. 

D13,	 Equipment for Production, Distribution, or 
Transformation of Energy, subclass 133 for 
grounding bar. 

D14,	 Recording, Communication, or Information 
Retrieval Equipment, subclass 131 for clock 
combined with video recorder / radio or phono-
graph; subclasses 170-171 for clock combined 
with radio or television; subclasses 204-216 for 
megaphone or speaker. 

D16,	 Photography and Optical Equipment, subclass 
220 for range finder or viewfinder; subclass 
238 for photographic light meter, photometer 
or exposure meter. 

D17,	 Musical Instruments, subclass 22 for musical 
chime, bell or horn. 

D18,	 Printing and Office Machinery, subclasses 6 
through 11 for abacus or calculator; subclasses 
9-10 for slide rule; subclasses 24-33 for letter-
ing stencil or type font. 

D19,	 Office Supplies: Artists  and Teachers  Materi-
als, subclasses 35 through 58 for drawing, 
drafting or writing implement. 

D20,	 Sales and Advertising Equipment, subclass 17 
for road or highway sign; subclass 18 for 
reminder or program indicator; subclass 20 for 
clock combined with sign or display equip-
ment. 

D21,	 Games, Toys, and Sports Equipment, subclass 
343 for cribbage board; subclass 531 for toy 
timepiece. 

D22,	 Arms, Pyrotechnics, Hunting and Fishing 
Equipment, subclass 112 for pyrotechnic flare. 

D23,	 Environmental Heating and Cooling; Fluid 
Handling and Sanitary Equipment, subclass 
235 for pressure regulating valve or pressure 
valve combined with gauge, subclass 235 for 
thermostat. 

D24,	 Medical and Laboratory Equipment, sub-
classes 107 through 231 for medical type 
instrument (blood pressure, audiometer, etc.). 

D26,	 Lighting, subclass 24 for clock combined with 
lamp or light fixture; subclasses 28-36 for sig-
naling lamp for vehicle; subclasses 37-50 for 
flashlight or lantern. 

D27,	 Tobacco and Smokers  Supplies, subclass 145 
for timepiece combined with lighter. 

D30,	 Animal Husbandry, subclass 122 for timed ani-
mal feeder or waterer. 

SUBCLASSES 
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1 CLOCK OR CLOCK CASE: 
This subclass is indented under the class defini-
tion. Design for instrument for measuring time

or enclosure therefor.


(1) Note. Front panel and dial excluded.


(2) Note. Wristwatch excluded.


SEE OR SEARCH THIS CLASS, SUB-

CLASS:

40, for timer.

41, for time clock.

44, for sandglass.

45, for sundial.

122 through 132, for element or attach-


ment 

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS: 
D8,	 Tools and Hardware, subclasses 347 

through 348 for winding key for 
clock. 

D12,	 Transportation, subclass 192 for vehi-
cle instrument panel. 

D14,	 Recording, Communication, or Infor-
mation Retrieval Equipment, sub-
class 131 for clock combined with 
video recorder/radio or phonograph; 
subclasses 170-171 for clock com-
bined with radio or television. 

D20,	 Sales and Advertising Equipment, 
subclass 17 for road or highway sign; 
subclass 20 for clock combined with 
sign or display equipment. 

D21,	 Games, Toys, and Sports Equipment, 
subclass 531 for toy timepiece. 

30 WATCH, WRISTWATCH OR CASE: 
This subclass is indented under the class defini-
tion. Design for measuring device or enclosure

therefor usually body worn on the body.


(1) Note. Includes stopwatch.


SEE OR SEARCH THIS CLASS, SUB-

CLASS:

40, for timer.

41, for time clock.

44, for sandglass.

45, for sundial.

122 through 132, for element or attach-


ment. 

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS: 
D11,	 Jewelry, Symbolic Insignia, and Orna-

ments, subclasses 3 through 39 for 
watchband, bracelet or strap, per se. 

D21,	 Games, Toys, and Sports Equipment, 
subclass 531 for toy timepiece. 

D27,	 Tobacco and Smokers  Supplies, sub-
class 145 for watch combined with 
lighter. 

40	 TIME-MEASURING INSTRUMENT OR 
CASING: 
This subclass is indented under the class defini-
tion. Design for device for measuring the pass-
ing of time not elsewhere specified. 

(1) Note. Includes timer. 

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS: 
D8,	 Tools and Hardware, subclasses 347 

through 348 for winding key for 
clock. 

D12,	 Transportation, subclass 192 for vehi-
cle instrument panel. 

D14,	 Recording, Communication, or Infor-
mation Retrieval Equipment, sub-
class 131 for clock combined with 
video recorder/radio or phonograph; 
subclasses 170-171 for clock com-
bined with radio or television; sub-
classes 204-216 for megaphone or 
speaker. 

D16,	 Photography and Optical Equipment, 
subclass 220 for range finder or view-
finder; subclass 238 for photographic 
light meter, photometer or exposure 
meter. 

D21,	 Games, Toys, and Sports Equipment, 
subclass 343 for cribbage board. sub-
class 531 for toy timepiece. 

D23,	 Environmental Heating and Cooling; 
Fluid Handling and Sanitary Equip-
ment, subclass 235 for pressure regu-
lating valve or pressure valve com-
bined with gauge. 

D24,	 Medical and Laboratory Equipment. 
subclasses 107 through 231 for medi-
cal type instrument (blood pressure, 
audiometer, etc.). 

D27,	 Tobacco and Smokers  Supplies, sub-
class 145 for watch combined with 
lighter. 
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D30,	 Animal Husbandry, subclass 122 for 
timed animal feeder or waterer. 

46	 MEASURING, REGULATING OR INDI-
CATING INSTRUMENT OR CASING: 
This subclass is indented under the class defini-
tion.  Design for scientific device for determin-
ing the quality, quantity, or size of flow materi-
als or objects or enclosure therefore. 

(1)	 Note. Includes depth-measuring instru-
ment (e.g., sonar). 

(2) Note. Includes chart recorder. 

(3) Note Includes radar. 

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS: 
D7,	 Equipment for Preparing or Serving 

Food or Drink not Elsewhere Speci-
fied, subclass 50 for household mea-
suring implement. 

D12,	 Transportation, subclass 192 for vehi-
cle instrument panel. 

D14,	 Recording, Communication, or Infor-
mation Retrieval Equipment, sub-
classes 204 through 216 for mega-
phone or speaker. 

D16,	 Photography and Optical Equipment, 
subclass 220 for range finder or view-
finder; subclass 238 for photographic 
light meter, photometer or exposure 
meter. 

D17,	 Musical Instruments, subclass 22 for 
musical chime, bell or horn. 

D18,	 Printing and Office Machinery, sub-
classes 6 through 11  for abacus or 
calculator; subclasses 9-10 for slide 
rule; subclasses 24-33 for lettering 
stencil or type font. 

D19,	 Office Supplies; Artists  and Teach-
ers Materials, subclasses 35 through 
58 for drawing, drafting or writing 
implement. 

D20,	 Sales and Advertising Equipment, 
subclass 17 for road or highway sign; 
subclass 18 for reminder or program 
indicator. 

D22,	 Arms, Pyrotechnics, Hunting and 
Fishing Equipment, subclass 112 for 
pyrotechnic flare. 

D23,	 Environmental Heating and Cooling; 
Fluid Handling and Sanitary Equip-
ment, subclass 235 for pressure regu-
lating valve or pressure valve com-
bined with gauge. 

D24,	 Medical and Laboratory Equipment, 
subclasses 107 through 231 for medi-
cal type instrument (blood pressure, 
audiometer, etc.). 

D26,	 Lighting, subclasses 28 through 36 
for signaling lamp for vehicle; sub-
classes 37-50 for flashlight or lantern. 

D27,	 Tobacco and Smokers  Supplies, sub-
class 145 for watch combined with 
lighter. 

D30,	 Animal Husbandry, subclass 122 for 
timed animal feeder or waterer. 

104	 SECURITY OR SIGNAL INSTRUMENT, 
OR CASING: 
This subclass is indented under the class defini-
tion. Design for physical safety or alarm 
device or casing therefore. 

SEE OR SEARCH THIS CLASS, SUB-

CLASS:

46, for radar.


SEE OR SEARCH CLASS: 
D12, Transportation, subclass 192 for vehi-

cle instrument panel. 
D13,	 Equipment for Production, Distribu-

tion, or Transformation of Energy, 
subclass 133 for grounding bar. 

D14,	 Recording, Communication, or Infor-
mation Retrieval Equipment, sub-
classes 204 through 216 for mega-
phone or speaker. 

D17,	 Musical Instruments, subclass 22 for 
musical chime, bell or horn. 

D18,	 Printing and Office Machinery, sub-
classes 24 through 33 for lettering 
stencil or type font. 

D19,	 Office Supplies; Artists  and Teach-
ers Materials, subclasses 35 through 
58 for drawing, drafting or writing 
implement. 

D20,	 Sales and Advertising Equipment, 
subclass 17 for road or highway sign; 
subclass 18 for reminder or program 
indicator. 

D22,	 Arms, Pyrotechnics, Hunting and 
Fishing Equipment, subclass 112 for 
pyrotechnic flare. 
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D26,	 Lighting, subclasses 28 through 36 
for signaling lamp for vehicle; sub-
classes 37-50 for flashlight or lantern. 

D30,	 Animal Husbandry, subclass 122 for 
timed animal feeder or waterer. 

122	 DIAL, INDICATOR HAND, OR OTHER 
ELEMENT OR ATTACHMENT: 
This subclass is indented under the class defini-
tion. Design for clock face, indicator arrow or 
part or accessory. 

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS: 
D7,	 Equipment for Preparing or Serving 

Food or Drink not Elsewhere Speci-
fied, subclass 50 for household mea-
suring implement. 

D8,	 Tools and Hardware, subclasses 347 
through 348 for winding key for 
clock. 

D11,	 Jewelry, Symbolic Insignia, and Orna-
ments, subclasses 3 through 39 for 
watchband, bracelet or strap, per se. 

D12,	 Transportation, subclass 192 for vehi-
cle instrument panel. 

D16,	 Photography and Optical Equipment, 
subclass 220 for range finder or view-
finder; subclass 238 for photographic 
light meter, photometer or exposure 
meter. 

D19,	 Office Supplies; Artists  and Teach-
ers Materials, subclasses 35 through 
58 for drawing, drafting or writing 
implement. 

D23,	 Environmental Heating and Cooling; 
Fluid Handling and Sanitary Equip-
ment, subclass 235 for pressure regu-
lating valve or pressure valve com-
bined with gauge. 

D24,	 Medical and Laboratory Equipment, 
subclasses 107 through 231 for medi-
cal type instrument (blood pressure, 
audiometer, etc.). 

D26,	 Lighting, subclasses 28 through 36 
for signaling lamp for vehicle; sub-
classes 37-50 for flashlight or lantern. 

END 
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